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Hello dearest angels sister's

Rezia 1 pink feather.

Here's important changes made by our
Beloved Prophet as for the Asia angel's list.

Canada
Michele 1 white feather

Japan
Hany
3 feathers with golden string,
responsible for Asia;
Fujiko 3 feathers with golden string;
Kumi 3 feathers; Kazue 3 feathers;
Fusayo 2 feathers with golden string;
Yasuko
2 feathers with golden string;
Hiroko 2 feathers with golden string;
Mariko
1 feather with golden string;
Chiyomi 1 feather with golden string;
Shiho 1 feather with golden string; And
Misato with 1 feather.

Love and kisses...Martine

TO ALL ANGELS AND FUTURE ANGELS
OF EUROPE
Here's a beautiful initiative of the Parisian's
angels, they're proposing:

Australia
Elsa , 3 feathers with golden string,
responsible for Oceania;
Star, 2 feathers with golden string,
responsible for New-Zealand

3 DAYS OF CONTEMPLATION from
Thursday May 13* 6h00pm to Sunday May
16th 4h00pm.
Michele is organizing with the Parisian's
angels, in a setting favorable to religiosity,
700 meters above sea level by the edge of
a lake (near Colmar), three days of Prayer,
Meditation and Training about the art of
being an angel and to her know-how: body
posture, the beauty of gesture, the art of
bringing out our own personal qualities with
sophistication, the art of cooking and
setting tables. We have the joy to welcome
our Prophet this summer... let's get ready!!

News from Africa!!!!!!!!!!!
An
Africa's
responsible
is
born
A Chosen!!! Bakelaya; 2 pink feathers with
golden string from Burkina Faso

Those who have strong abilities in these
talents, are invited to contact very quickly
Michele XXXXXX@club-intemet.fr or XX XX
XX XX XX

France
Angela 1 feather;
Christine
1 feather; Liliane Debray 1
feather;
Sandrine 1 feather; Emilie 1 feather;

The fixed price including lodging and meals
is 500 Fr.

Korea
Mi Ryung, 3 feathers with golden string,
responsible for Korea;
Joo Young, 2 feathers with golden string;
Shin , 2 feathers with golden string;
Sun-Young, 1 feather with golden string.

Thank you to register, if you are interested,
to Nora at noramounoiiname. com or xx xx
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xx xx xx. Harmony and peace into the
thought of our fathers.
For more information, please contact the
beautiful Nora
Love
Alexandra

universe. Always seek to be in harmony
with infinity. Pray.
Don't stand out. Be beautiful.
To have a good posture.
Accept your strong and weak points as well
as those of others.

The second Angel's meeting in Japan,
March 13th at the Akasaka Kumin Center

We also tackled the theme of sexuality,
talking about venereal diseases and
prevention.

Here's a list of points, which we reflected
on.

European Angel's 2nd Seminar

The importance of making a checklist of
angel's criteria to improve everyday.
Becoming humble. Behave like people that
you think are humble. Keep a humble
attitude. Reflect. Listen to others when
they speak well. Admire the strong points of
others. Knowing yourself. Think about what
brings happiness to others and do it without
them knowing. Watch people who are
better than you.
Be grateful.
Be conscious of each moment given to you
by the Elohim and know that you are
always growing. The Elohim told us that
we're growing indefinitely.
Admit the strong points of others. Be happy
without hesitation. Do not act like you know
everything.
Do thank people.
Be yourself.
Always try to learn from others and from
things.
Be conscious that you don't go through life
alone, but those who surround you
compensate from which you lack. Accept
others feelings and emotions.
You are only a speck of dust in the

April 24*125* in the East of France
Angel or Chosen, golden string or not, it's
right now that is going on: it's the path that
counts.
This second seminar of the European
Angel's Order, centered around two
primordial poles ("To be at the service of
and "Discipline" as a theme, and to focus
on our goal the preparation of the summer
seminar), gave us the opportunity to be
even more conscious of our role that we
must live daily to strengthen ourselves and
to put all our efforts into serving Our
Beloved Prophet.
What is more beautiful than giving our
knowledge, competencies, availability, and
to contribute to make us all grow together,
even if our functions can be ephemeral.
Many things were stirred around in just a
few months, and we became a big family
knit together: 79 Angels, among which 12
with golden strings and 3 Chosen, scattered
in 7 countries (France, Switzerland,
Belgium, Italy, Germany, Spain and Poland)
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72 of them were there: enough materials
and consciousness to allow each one of
them, Angel or Chosen, golden string or
not, to find their place in this young
structure, which will take all the strength
and worth at the next summer seminar in
July in Italy.
One more time, the wonderful Sophie,
recently promoted to 4 pink feathers and
golden string, dazzled us by her wisdom,
but also by her more "masculine" qualities
stemming from a professional experience
with men of power.

selection cited in the message of Angel's
Order? And what else is discipline but to
stay open to all changes (continuously), to
have a capacity of constant adaptation, to
act with consciousness and regularity...
The organization was such that we didn't
lose any time. Peter, assisted by Eliane
(wonderful teammate for him), were there
to keep us on track, thanks to her sense of
harmony who belongs strictly to her (!); he
putted us, very quickly, in the heart of the
subject.

"I learned a lot in machos enterprises and I
want to put my entrepreneur qualities to the
service of all Angels, by first letting down
the unpleasant masculine points which, I'm
aware, unfortunately contaminated me. I
need your help to create a new model",
confided Sophie.

A little presentation of Peter is a must for
our foreigner friends. I encourage you all to
show him your love, because he's a
wonderful person, who deserves his place
of responsible of the security in Europe;
someone also very sensitive, behind his
armored carapace... for he went a long
way, and still has a long one, to erase years
of struggle...

This is to say, that the legendary
passiveness attributed to women became
for a long time a myth in our minds.
Thanks to the super organization of our
European
responsible,
we
were
unanimously united to go quickly into
action. And we all contributed, with all our
heart, all our passion, to the image of what
we understood from the purpose of our
mission.

Peter made us sensitive to the security
aspect of our responsibility and to the
special attention we must have as much in
our movements, our communication, our
observation, or our diverse actions, as to,
also cleaning, decoration, supplying or any
other actions coming into the perimeter of
our Beloved Prophet.

"When we are at the service of, we are
even more", and to become available, to
give ourselves the possibility to make
choices, to be more impressive - like was
saying Rael in the video that begun our
seminar- we have the duty to grant priority
to discipline. Isn't it the second criteria of

We discussed in small groups to think and
to prepare all the different responsibilities
and functions linked to the harmony and
comfort of our Beloved Prophet and his
companion during the seminar, based on a
responsibility notebook done by Shizue,
who often followed our Beloved Prophet
when he's racing; at the end of the
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weekend, names was already on the
organization chart, which was almost empty
at the beginning and was getting longer by
all the plans of action.
All this preparation that we did together
permitted to build the foundations of a
structure, in which it's perfectly natural, as a
human being, to want to find our place. To
want to assert, to fulfill oneself, are
necessary
qualities
to
any
social
organizations.
But
this
structure
(organization chart and responsibility
notebook) is only the plan to help us to set
out the right action at the right moment, like
the architect's plan who's helping us lay
down the right stone at the right place to
build the right house.
Sophie told us that each organization must
have a functioning, and that more an
individual has a high rank in the structure,
and more this person should be at the
service of, more she should be humble and
more she should give the means to act to
his team. On the other end, we must not
copy in our functioning this serious illness
based on honor that we find in our society,
where the social status and personal career
are more important than the service. Our
structuring must be exemplary, and we
must establish dialogue and respect among
us, but also between the Angel's Order and
the structure of the Raelian Religion. Rael
told us many times already: "Our
commitment to the structure must be
exemplary".
So it is important to help one another when
we can diverge in our behaviors, and also
to choose models for their qualities. We

know now that in order to be in the action
and forward, it is not necessary to copy
masculine models. Besides, it's fantastic to
be able to give ourselves the means to
develop on the same plan, action and
tenderness. We must only take the best in
everything.
All extremes can be
compensated this way, without any
problem.
What more can be said on this seminar...
Moving testimonies: Larissa, from Cote
d"Ivoire,
visiting
Switzerland,
surely
enchanted us by the cheerfulness of her
language.
She talked about African
women, their culture, their difficulties to get
recognition opposite to men, their
loneliness also and all we could bring them
as Europeans.
Harmonious meditations: Rezia, Elohim's
Chosen, carried us deeply inside ourselves
at the very bottom of the universe, on a
classical music and thanks to her soft and
steady voice.
Conscious prayers: a love bomb directed by
Marie-Joelle went to flood Kosovo.
Poems, songs: Lara, for her feeling so fine
and subtle of the definition of an Angel;
Armelle for her hymn to Our Beloved
Prophet, inspired by the song "Belle",
excerpt from the musical "Notre Dame de
Paris" (you will find the lyrics at the end of
this article).
And I bow before you, my Beloved Prophet,
from all of us, for the words you gratefully
gave us by phone. We wrote your words,
trying not to deform them:
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The exercise of changing sex (during the
seminar) is very important for everybody,
but women have to become women again
and men should stay women!
Speech from Our Beloved Prophet over
the phone, Saturday April 24th
If I had the choice, I would be born a
woman, but that is the choice of the Elohim,
because being black or being a woman is
very difficult when you have a mission.
The G spot is an excuse from men to make
us believe that their penis is indispensable.
Men have divided women in two categories:
those who come with their clitoris and those
who come with their vagina whereas all
women know that their pleasure always
start from their clitoris. It's like saying to
men that their penis is good but the finger
in the anus, it's better. The pleasure centre
is in the brain.
Some men (raelians) have negatively
reacted to this message. They said that
the Chosen of the Elohim was the opposite
to the blossoming principal of the sexual
liberty. The Chosen have more chance to
be happy and blossom than the Angels do
because, their pleasure does not depend
on a man who does not deserves her.
The Chosen have the duty to have pleasure
and not becoming old dried up nuns. We
have to respect them particularly. They do
not give up their sexuality, they develop it
by reserving it to the Elohim and Prophets.
I prefer to replace masturbation by a new
word: self-sexuality, self-eroticization.
If men were more feminine, women would
have more pleasure.

All that is negative is masculine because
women, who give birth and cherish their
children, know what is life in all its fragility.
If women were in power, there will be no
more war. The feminists have copied the
shortcomings of men. It is as if a genius
like Einstein, under the pretext of equality,
would put himself at the level of an idiot.
On the planet of the Elohim, it is like there
are only women; all beings have 10% of
masculinity and 90% of femininity. The
Elohim are sweet, nice, and have a great
sense of humour.
The Angels and the Chosen of the Elohim
are very important to me, to the Elohim,
and to the humanity because they are the
expression of femininity.
During the seminar, we will have an
evening reserved for the Angels and
another for the Chosen of the Elohim.
The Angels must not be contaminated by
the men's defaults. Meet each other as
much as possible and train yourself. The
Elohim love you and cherish you especially.
* The speech of Our Beloved Prophet was
not recorded because it was a surprise!
Therefore, the reported words are from
Angels'
memory...
This weekend ended in emotion; Sophie
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thanked Dora for the humility of her service,
Framboizze for her support and initiatives,
Rezia for her personal transformation and
for having dared to follow her path.
Sophie also talked about building our inner
self, it is important to know and listen to
ourselves. When we fulfil ourselves, we fit
in the plan and we express ourselves even
better...
The song "Elohim", prayers and emotions
ended this seminar. Then, with tears of joy
in her eyes, our co-ordinator of the
European seminar of the Angel's Order,
Marie-Joelle thanked Sophie for all the
impulse she gives us.
An Angel's silence reigned in the room...
N.B.: During this seminar, a fundraising
activity was organised for the Angel's
Order. Thanks to everyone who baked
cakes or gave candies and fruit juices. The
takings were good...
Nora did a video shooting. If our technical
supports allow us, we will send a copy to
Canada for your future meetings. Let's
enrich ourselves from our experiences.
N@thalie

Armelle's Lyric
RAEL, for a long time announced by the
Eternal
When you talk and update my heart like
A bird that stretches his wings to fly
Then I see the sky opening under my feet

You finally came, you, the last of Prophets
Awakening the sleepy on our planet
You are the one who finally puts the first
stone
A new age, an interplanetary era
O Brother this fight will not happen without
you
Building a world where love will reign as law
RAEL, messenger of the Elohim
You announce the artificial creation
Science and conscience in sensual
harmony
To raise our gaze toward the sky
You tell to those in their rebellious
loneliness
Being alive is a gift, a privilege
Enjoying being on earth while holding
hands
That is the only hope of human beings
O Brother this fight will not happen without
you
Building a world where love will reign as law
RAEL, so beautiful those big green
sparkling eyes
Thanks to you, my life can be eternal
In this movement, I can see to the end of
the earth
The present moment takes the colours of
the rainbow
Working parents forgive me of being
unfaithful
Your smiles don't allow me to see life so
beautiful
Who is the one, which between two lives
would choose the one
Who at the evening, let changed him in salt
statue
O flower of life, I'm only born for joy
My liberty is to be happy because it's in me
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He finally came, the last of the Prophets
Awakening the sleepy on our planet
This is the path, the life for all light
searchers
Spreading out the good news among all
beings
O Brother this fight will not happen without
you
Building a world where love will reign as law

good hunter who will provide to your needs,
and will also protect you against wild
beasts!"
"It sounds not too bad", says Eve while
frowning her brows with interest.
"Yeah, you know. It's always better than a
sprained ankle. But, you will have him only
at this condition..." "Oh I see? What is it
Lord?"
"You must made him believe that I created
him first."

A little touch of humor
On a beautiful day, in the Garden of Eden,
Eve asks God: "Lord, I have a problem!"

xxxxx@netrover. com
See
you
Denise D

soon.

"What is your problem, Eve?"
"Lord, I know that you created me and that
you made up this superb garden and all
these wonderful animals who lives here,
including this big stupid snake... but I'm
bored and I think I'm not happy." "Why is
that, Eve?" ask God.
"Lord, I feel lonely, and I'm fed up of these
apples."
"So Eve, in this case, 1 have a solution. I
will create a man for you." "What is a 'man',
Lord?"
"This 'man' will be an imperfect creature,
with aggressive tendencies, a huge ego
and incapable of empathy and even of
listening. In one word like in one hundreds,
he's going to show you hell! But he will be
taller and stronger than you. He will be a
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